
TIPS ON HOW TO WRITE A MOTIVATIONAL LETTER

Aug 12, Learn everything there is to know about writing a motivational letter with our complete guide, filled with tips &
tricks. Step-by-step process.

This is exactly what every other candidate will write, and for the most competitive courses, you will want to
stand out. Working in a small startup allowed me to get surface-level experience in most digital marketing
channels. Do they have a statement of values? Cover the basics: The central function of a motivational letter is
to convince the admissions team at the university of your choice to offer you a place, or invite you to
interview. Like all stories, make sure your motivational letter has a clear beginning, a middle, and an end.
Opening The opening line of a motivation letter should always state your purpose of application along with a
following line introducing yourself. By looking at different examples you will get a general picture upon
which major elements your motivation letter should be based on. That is a quick way to get your application
thrown out. Humor can be overdone and it can be the one thing that will set you away from your dream
program. Do not be someone else â€” always bring forward your own voice, tone, and self. Begin from your
earliest memory. Or that school play you helped out in when you were 16? There is no need to pretend. Ask
him or her to check for errors, but you can also ask for more general feedback. Atop this sheaf of papers sits
the most intimidating prospect of all: the motivational letter. The structure defines the flow of the letter, with a
bright introduction leading smoothly to an intense body and a summary of the content. However, make sure
you have checked with your contacts in advance and asked if they are willing to give you a referral. If you are
sending a physical letter, be sure to use business letter format. Even if you are an outstanding student with the
highest grades, many accomplishments, and very motivated you may not make it to a university based on the
way you have written your motivational letter. Use rather eloquent, persuasive, smooth language, where you
show why you are outstanding instead of telling.


